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Abstract. Interaction with web services enabled mar-
ketplaces would be greatly facilitated if users were given
a high level service request language to express their
goals in complex business domains. This could be achieved
by using a planning framework which monitors the exe-
cution of planned goals against predeﬁned standard busi-
ness processes and interacts with the user to achieve goal
satisfaction.
We present a planning architecture that accepts high
level requests, expressed in XSRL (Xml Service Request
Language). The planning framework is based on the prin-
ciple of interleaving planning and execution. This is ac-
complished on the basis of reﬁnement and revision as
new service-related information is gathered from UDDI
and web services instances, and as execution circum-
stances necessitate change. The system interacts with
the user whenever conﬁrmation or veriﬁcation is needed.
1 Introduction
Service oriented computing (SOC) is rapidly becoming
the prominent paradigm for distributed computing and
electronic business applications. SOC allows for service
providers and service application developers to construct
value-added services by combining existing services that
are resident on the Web. To achieve this, ﬁrstly, web ser-
vices must be described in terms of the standard web ser-
vice deﬁnition language WSDL (http://www.w3.org/
TR/wsdl) and subsequently must be inter-linked to ex-
press how collections of web services work jointly to
realize more complex functionalities typiﬁed by busi-
ness processes. A new web service can be deﬁned in
terms of compositions of existing (constituent) services
on the basis of the standard Business Process Execu-
tion Language for Web Services (BPEL4WS or BPEL
for short, http://www-106.ibm.com/developerworks/
library/ws-bpel/). BPEL models the actual behavior
of a participant in a business interaction as well as the
visible message exchange behavior of each of the par-
ties involved in the business protocol. A BPEL process
is deﬁned “in the abstract” by referencing and inter-
linking portTypes speciﬁed in the WSDL deﬁnitions of
the web services involved in a process. A BPEL process
is a reusable deﬁnition that can be deployed in diﬀerent
ways and in diﬀerent scenarios, while maintaining a uni-
form application-level behavior across all of them. Ser-
vice compositions in BPEL are described in such a way
(e.g., WSDL over UDDI) that allows automated discov-
ery and oﬀers request matching on service descriptions.
In many situations it is desirable to empower a user
to gain explicit control over the execution of BPEL ex-
pressions and dynamically change the nature of the web
service interactions conducted with a particular business
partner depending on the state of the process. Consider
for example the case of a traveler deciding to change
his/her hotel reservation to take advantage of an unex-
pectedly lowly priced weekend oﬀer. Users may need to
change message property values in the midst of a compu-
tation, e.g., update their holiday budget based on ticket,
hotel prices and availability, evaluate diﬀerent behav-
ioral alternatives or scenarios during a computation and
change their course of action dynamically, or revisit dif-
ferent execution paths based on non-deterministic mes-
sage property values that result from the invocation of
services involved in a process. This implies that BPEL
execution must be made adaptable at run-time to meetthe changing needs of users and businesses. Obviously,
BPEL speciﬁcations do not allow for the ﬂexibility re-
quired to react swiftly to unforeseen circumstances or
opportunities as choices are predeﬁned and statically
bound in BPEL programs. To meet such requirements
serious re-coding eﬀorts are needed every time that there
is need for even a slight deviation.
Such advanced functionality can only be supported
by a service request language and its appropriate run-
time support environment to allow users to express their
needs on the basis of the characteristics and function-
ality of standard business processes whose services are
found in UDDI registries. A service request language
provides for a formal means of describing desired ser-
vice attributes and functionality, including temporal and
non-temporal constraints between services, service schedul-
ing preferences, alternative options and so on.
Our research work concentrates on developing a ser-
vice request language for XML-based web services that
contains a set of appropriate constructs for expressing
requests and constraints over requests as well as schedul-
ing operators. We have named this language XSRL for
XML Service Request Language [1,11]. XSRL expresses
a request against standard processes deﬁned in a verti-
cal domain, e.g., e-travel, and returns a set of documents
as the result of executing the request, e.g., by sending
an end-to-end holiday packages (documents). The user
requests generate a plan based on a standard business
process that invokes a series of web services and interacts
with the user to satisfy her/his request.
The remainder of the paper is organized as follows.
In Section 2 an example in the traveling domain which
runs throughout the paper is presented. The architecture
of the proposed framework is illustrated in Section 3, in
particular, we deﬁne the planning domain in Section 3.1,
we present an example of domain in Section 3.2, we in-
troduce an enhanced syntax and semantics for XSRL in
Section 3.3 and provide algorithms for satisfying XSRL
requests in Section 3.4. In Section 4 we exemplify the
functionality of the architecture on the running exam-
ple. The paper is concluded by a summary and brief
overview of related work.
2 Organizing a trip
Suppose a user is planning a one night trip to Paris and
is interested in a number of possibilities in connection
with this trip. These include making a hotel reserva-
tion in Paris, avoiding to travel by train, if possible, and
spending an overall amount not greater than 300 eu-
ros for the whole package. Further, the user prefers to
spend less than 100 euros for a hotel room but, if this
is not possible, he may be willing to spend up to 200
euros for that room. The user wants to pay under the
condition that he receives a conﬁrmation for the entire
package. Of course, the user would also need to spec-
ify dates for his trip and night stay in Paris. This will
not be considered in this example as it provides no ad-
ditional explanation of the ideas behind the presented
system. The wishes of the user have not much mean-
ing unless they are matched against a standard business
process in the e-travel domain. What the user requires
is a business process description that prescribes how to
interact with an e-travel marketplace infrastructure such
as travel agents, hotel services and so on.
Nowadays standard business descriptions and termi-
nology descriptions are given in XML schemas, e.g., for
the automotive industry, travel industry, chemical in-
dustry and so on 1 we expect that in the near future ab-
stract deﬁnitions of such business process will be given
in BPEL or similar service orchestration languages.
A snippet of a simple hypothetical business process
for reserving a trip in the e-travel domain is given in
Figure 1. This process is called a business domain and
is modeled as a state transition diagram, that is, every
node represents a state in which the process can be, while
labeled arcs indicate how the process changes state. Ac-
tors involved in the process are shown at the top of the
diagram. The actors include the user, a travel agency, a
hotel service, an air service, a train service and a pay-
ment service.
The process is initiated by the user contacting a travel
agency, hence, (1) is the initial state. The state is changed
to (2) by requesting a quote from an hotel (action a1).
The dashed arcs represent web service responses, in par-
ticular arc a2 brings the system in the state (3). The
execution continues along these lines by traversing the
paths in the state transition diagram until state (14) is
reached. In this state a conﬁrmation of an hotel and of a
ﬂight or train is given by the travel agency and the user
is prompted for acceptance of the travel package (13).
The state transition diagram is non-deterministic.
This is illustrated, for instance, in state (4). In this state
the user has accepted the hotel room price but is faced
with two possible outcomes, one that a room is not avail-
able (where the system transits back to state (1)) and
the other where a room reservation is made (state (5)).
The lower part of the business process models the
payment of the travel package.
3 The XSRL framework
Two types of uncertainty for transitions between busi-
ness process states may arise: nondeterministic failures
and unknown outcomes from actions. Nondeterministic
failure occurs when an action has several possible out-
comes which are not known before invocation. The list
of possible outcomes is known a priori and thus modeled














































































Fig. 1. An e-travel business domain.
with this kind of nondeterminism [12,5,14]. The second
type of uncertainty requires additional processing before
application of the planning techniques. Unknown out-
comes of action invocations can be properly handled only
at run-time, therefore planning must be interleaved with
execution. In a framework based on the interleaving of
planning and execution, information on the outcome of
action invocation is gathered at run-time and used to re-
plan consistently with the original goal. This idea leads
to a planning framework that is based on the notion of
interleaving planning and execution.
We propose a planning architecture which works in
the following way. The framework receives a request from
the user and tries to fulﬁll it against a standard business
process, assuming that it is syntactically correct. The
standard business process can be speciﬁed in the ab-
stract in BPEL and we assume that is represented graph-
ically by a state transition diagram as the one given in
Figure 1. The framework returns a failure if the request
cannot be satisﬁed in the given business process under
the current run-time circumstances, e.g., ticket dates or
hotel prices are not available. During execution the sys-tem interacts with the service registry to ﬁnd suitable
service providers, in a web service enabled marketplace,
and with the user to ask conﬁrmation or request addi-
tional information, if necessary.
The planning framework, shown in Figure 2, com-
prises four interacting components: monitor, planner,
executor, and run-time support environment. Figure 2
illustrates the user issuing a request to the system ex-
pressed against a business process (domain). The moni-
tor manages the overall process of the interleaved plan-
ning and execution. First, it requests the planner to
construct a plan. Subsequently the planner either pro-
duces a plan or returns a failure (if the request is not
satisﬁable in the given domain). The executor processes
the plan provided by the planner by invoking the corre-
sponding web services. It is also responsible for ﬁnding a
set of web service providers for a particular service in the
UDDI registry. The executor may contact the user for
conﬁrmation if user interaction is speciﬁed in the busi-
ness process. The executor does not always execute an
entire plan. It rather executes it in steps. It may gather
new information, e.g., hotel rates, from the environment
(UDDI) and inform the monitor, which in turn may re-
quest a new plan to be generated in the light of the in-
formation obtained. The executor updates the monitor
regarding the status of the execution when re-planning
is potentially needed or when it terminates the execution
of a plan.
3.1 Planning domain
To perform automatic planning and execution, it is nec-
essary to formally deﬁne the domain under which the
system acts. Although such a formalization can poten-
tially be extracted from a BPEL deﬁnition, BPEL can-
not be used directly as, among other things, it lacks for-
mal semantics. Thus, we use a formal extension of BPEL
based on a state-transition system enriched with web ser-
vice domain operators and constructs. One may think of
extrapolating a state representation from a BPEL spec-
iﬁcation.
State-transition systems are the basis of most AI
planning systems and form the core of our formalization.
In particular, we use a representation able to represent
non-determinisms and the potential absence of informa-
tion of the environment (incomplete information).
Deﬁnition 1 (Planning domain). A non-deterministic
web services planning domain is a tuple D =< S, V ar,
Act, R, P, Out, Tr, RoleAct, RoleP >, where:
– S is the set of states in which the business process
can be.
– V ar is the space of variables. It is the Cartesian prod-
uct of any number of arbitrary domains such as the
integers, the real numbers and boolean values. Fur-
ther, we deﬁne the ﬁrst k elements of the variable
space as knowledge variables and the rest ones as
critical. Only critical variables are allowed to be con-
strained in the goal.
– Act is the set of actions that can be performed in the
transition system.
– R is a set of service roles associated with actions.
– P is a set of service providers identiﬁed by their URI.
– Out is a set of output types representing the possible
response message types from services.
– Tr : S × Act × Out → S is the transition function.
The generic element of this relation Tr(si,a,oa) = sj
represents the transition from state si to state sj
by means of action a with output type oa. An ac-
tion a is called deterministic in a state s if ∃s0 ∀o ∈
Out Tr(s,a,o) = s0. It is non-deterministic other-
wise.
– RoleAct : Act → R is the role association function
which relates actions to service roles.
– RoleP : R → 2P is the role assignment function that
associates every provider to a role in the process.
To assign meaning to the elements of the transition
relation we use semantic rules. A semantic rule is an ar-
bitrary function f : Act×V ar×Out → V ar. Finally, we
say that an action a ∈ Act is a knowledge gathering (or
a sensing) action if it aﬀects at least one knowledge vari-
able. Formally, knowledge variables are associated with
actions and output types as follows ∀o ∈ Out (∃i ≤ k :
f(a,v,o)i 6= vi) where f()i represents the restriction of
the function i to the i-th element and the ﬁrst k elements
of v ∈ V ar are knowledge variables. Still, for simpliﬁca-
tion, knowledge variables are restricted to be modiﬁed
only by assignments to results from web service invoca-
tions, that is, knowledge variables and are prohibited to
be changed by other semantic functions.
We have no restrictions on what this function can be
and what is the semantics of the returned values, and
it is up to the business process and domain designers to
deﬁne these rules.
The concept behind the presented formalization of
the planning domain is that a given business process is,
at any instant, in a state from which a number of actions
can be performed to move to a new state. Roles, which
represent service interfaces, are associated to actions and
implemented by service providers.
3.2 A domain instance
To provide more intuition for the planning domain just
presented, we formalize the upper half of the traveling
business process in Figure 1 in accordance with Deﬁni-
tion 1 integrating information where necessary. In fact,
Deﬁnition 1 has a number of additional features with re-
spect to the ﬁgure. In particular, in the ﬁgure the set of
variables, the set of service providers, the role assignment
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Fig. 2. High-level XSRL architecture.
There are fourteen states S = {1,2,...,14} in the
upper half of the ﬁgure. The set of variables is V ar =
{hotelReserved, hotelPrice, location, trainBooked, trainPrice,
flightBooked, flightPrice,confirmed, money}, among
which one distinguishes the boolean variables (hotelReserved,
trainBooked, flightBooked, confirmed) from the real
variables (hotelPrice, trainPrice, flightPrice, money)
and a variable representing location names (location).
In the set of variables a subset is deﬁned to be of knowl-
edge variables. In the example, we deﬁne hotelPrice,
trainPrice, flightPrice to be knowledge variables. There
are also nineteen actions that can be performed in the
domain Act = {a1,...,a19}.
Four roles are involved in the process R = {hotel,air,
travel-agency,train}and the RoleAct relation associates
to each of them the following actions: hotel has {a1,
a2, a4, a5}, travel-agency has {a3,a12,a13,a15,a16,a17},
air has {a7,a8, a9,a14,a18,a20}, and train has the set
of actions {a6,a10,a11,a19} associated. The set of ac-
tual service providers for this services obtained by con-
tacting the UDDI could be Hilton and BestWestern
for the hotel role, BritishArways, V irgin for air role,
ClubMed for the travel agency and TrenItalia for the
train role. The set of output messages is Out = {normal,
NoRoomFault, NoSeatOnFlight, NoSeatOnTrain}.
Finally, the transition function is given by the set of
labeled arcs in the ﬁgure, for example, Tr(4,a5,normal) =
5, Tr(4,a5,NoRoomFault) = 1 represent that the ac-
tion a5 with a normal output brings the system into
state 5, while the state 1 is reached with the NoRoomFault
message. Semantic rules are associated with all actions.
The rules for actions Act:
– a2,normal: hotelPrice = result
– a3,normal: hotelPrice = 0
– a5,normal: money+ = hotelPrice;hotelReserved =
true
– a5,NoRoomFault: hotelPrice = 0
– a8,normal: flightPrice = result
– a10,normal: trainPrice = result
– a12,normal: trainPrice = 0
– a13,normal: flightPrice = 0
– a14,normal: money+ = flightPrice;flightBooked =
true
– a16,normal: confirmed = true
– a19,normal: money+ = trainPrice;trainBooked =
true
– a20,normal: money− = flightPrice;flightBooked =
false
For instance, the semantic rule for action a5 with a
normal output message increments the value of the money
variable with the price of the reserved hotel and sets the
hotelReserved variable to true. While the same action
with a NoRoomFault output message yields the reset-
ting of hotel price to zero.
The domain could easily be enriched with further de-
tails. For example, one might consider reservation dates,
ﬂight numbers and so on. To take this into account one
only needs to deﬁne additional variables that store this
information and enrich the semantic rules attached to
the actions in order to update these variables during ex-
ecution. This is not illustrated in this paper for space
reasons.
3.3 XSRL
To express requests for composition of web services we
propose the language XSRL (Xml Service Request Lan-
guage) [1,11]. We provide an extension of XSRL to deal
with the interleaving of planning and execution. The im-
proved XSRL syntax is deﬁned as follows:
xsrl <- ’<XSRL>’ goal ’</XSRL>’
goal <- achieve-all | proposition | then |vital |
prefer | optional | atomic |
vital-maint | optional-maint
achieve-all <- ’<ACHIEVE-ALL>’ +goal ’</ACHIEVE-ALL>’then <- ’<BEFORE>’ goal ’</BEFORE>’
’<THEN>’ goal ’</THEN>
prefer <- ’<PREFER>’ goal ’</PREFER>’
’<TO>’ goal ’</TO>’
vital <- ’<VITAL>’ proposition ’</VITAL>’
optional <- ’<OPTIONAL>’ proposition ’</OPTIONAL>’





proposition <- ’<CONST ATT="true|false">’ | var |
’<AND>’ +proposition ’</AND>’ |
’<OR>’ +proposition ’</OR>’ |
’<NOT>’ proposition ’</NOT>’ |
’<GREATER>’ var ’</GREATER>’
’<THAN>’ rval ’</THAN>’ |
’<LESS>’ var ’</LESS>’
’<THAN>’ rval ’</THAN>’ |
’<EQUAL>’ var rval ’</EQUAL>’
var <- a..zA..Z[rval]
rval <- +a..zA..Z0..9.
The atomic objects of the language are propo-
sitions, that is, boolean combination of linear in-
equalities and boolean propositions. These can be
either true or not in any given state. Propositions
are further combined by sequencing operators to
form goals. The sequencing operators are: achieve-all,
then, prefer. <ACHIEVE-ALL> +goal </ACHIEVE-ALL>
succeeds when all subgoals deﬁned inside the tag
<ACHIEVE-ALL> are satisﬁed, it fails otherwise.
<BEFORE> goal1 </BEFORE><THEN> goal2 </THEN> is
satisﬁed, if goal1 is satisﬁed and, starting from the
state where goal1 is satisﬁed, goal2 is also satisﬁed,
it fails otherwise. <PREFER> goal1 </PREFER><TO>
goal2 </TO> succeeds if goal1 is satisﬁable, if not then
it succeeds if goal2 is satisﬁable, it fails if both goal1
and goal2 are unsatisﬁable. <ACHIEVE-ALL> provides
a way of collecting goals that have all to be satisﬁed,
the operator <THEN> is a way of sequencing goals, while
<PREFER> enables the user to express user preferences
over goals. Note that by nesting preference statements,
one may give a total order over any number of sub-goals.
A number of operators take propositions as argu-
ments. These are used to express ‘how’ to satisfy the
propositions. <VITAL> proposition </VITAL> is satis-
ﬁed if there exists a state satisfying proposition which
is reachable from any future state, it fails otherwise.
<OPTIONAL> proposition </OPTIONAL> is always sat-
isﬁed as a goal. Its meaning is that, if there exists a
reachable state satisfying proposition, then this state
must be reached, otherwise the goal is ignored. <ATOMIC>
proposition</ATOMIC>means that propositionshould
be reached from the current state despite non-determinism
of the domain. If there is no such path to a satisfaction
state, it fails. Note the requirements of this operator are
stronger than the <VITAL> operator. The <VITAL> op-
erator does not guarantee satisfaction of the goal if the
execution of the plan is always non-deterministically tak-
ing the ‘wrong’ path, this means that non-deterministic
action executions always bring the system in a state dif-
ferent from the one in which the ﬁnal goal is achieved.
<VITAL-MAINT> proposition </VITAL-MAINT> is sat-
isﬁed if for all states in the execution path proposition
is true. If there is a state in which proposition is not
true, then it fails. <OPTIONAL-MAINT>is analogous to the
previous one, but as a goal it does not fail if such a path
does not exist.
3.3.1 Formal semantics of XSRL
To provide the formal semantics of XSRL, we adapt the
deﬁnitions of plan and of execution structure from [7].
We additionally deﬁne the notion of booleanization. A
plan is deﬁned as a sequence of actions executed in given
context.
Deﬁnition 2 (Plan). A plan for a domain D is a tuple
π = hC,c0,action,ctxti where
– C is a set of contexts,
– c0 ∈ C is the initial context,
– action : S × C → Act is the action function,
– ctxt : S × C × S → C is the context function
XSRL in addition to dealing with boolean variables
used in typical goal languages, such as the one proposed
in [12], deals with variables that range over domains
such as reals, integers, and so on. To allow for this we
introduce the notion of ‘booleanization’. The idea be-
hind booleanization is that constraints expressed in the
goal over domains ranging over variables are treated as
boolean propositions. For example, consider the expres-
sion money < 100 with an integer variable money. After
booleanization this becomes a boolean proposition that
can be either true or false.
Deﬁnition 3 (Booleanization). The booleanization
of a domain D with respect to a goal g is a tuple BD =
hS0,Prop,Act,R,P,Out,Tr0,RoleAct,RolePi derived from
the original domain D in the following way. The set of
variables V ar is replaced by the set of boolean proposi-
tion Prop according to the following rule:
– all boolean variables in V ar are also in P,
– all linear constraints appearing in g are added as
boolean propositions in P,
– all variables in V ar that do not appear in g are omit-
ted in P.
The set of states and transition function are changed to
ﬁt the above introduction of boolean propositions.
An execution structure of a plan over a booleanized
domain for a given goal, represents the possible ways a
plan can be executed and it is essential to determine the
reachability of a given goal from a particular state.Deﬁnition 4 (Execution Structure). The execution
structure of plan π in the booleanization of domain D
with respect to goal g from state s0 is the structure K =
hS,R,Li, where
– S = {(s,c) : action(s,c) is deﬁned} is the set of states
of the execution structure,
– R = {((s,c),(s0,c0)) : if ∃(s,c) → (s0,c0) and ctxt(s,c,s0) =
c0} is the relation
– L(s,c) = {b ∈ P},
The execution structure of a plan in a domain rep-
resents how the domain is traversed by the plan. Be-
fore deﬁning the notion of goal satisfaction, we need to
introduce a few elements of notation. We use the sym-
bol σ to denote ﬁnite paths. S denotes the set of all
states in the execution structure K. Given a set Σ of
ﬁnite paths, the set of minimal paths in Σ is deﬁned as
min{Σ} = {σ ∈ Σ : ∀σ0 < σ =⇒ σ0 6∈ Σ}. Given a
goal g, Sg(s) represents the the set of ﬁnite paths that
lead to the satisfaction of goal g from state s, while Fg(s)
represents the set of ﬁnite paths that lead to a failure. A
state s0 is said to be reachable from the state s if there
exists a path starting from s and leading to s0. A plan is
denoted by π.
The notion of goal satisfaction K,s |= g is deﬁned
in terms of the set of failure states for the goal g on
the execution structure K derived from a booleanized
domain with starting state s as follows
K,s |= g iﬀ Fg(s) = ∅
The set of failure states Fg(s) for a goal g from a state
s is deﬁned inductively in the following way:
p
S(s) = {(s)}, F(s) = ∅, that is, p ∈ L(s) for all
proposition letters p of the booleanized domain, oth-
erwise S(s) = ∅, F(s) = {(s)}
¬p,p1 ∧ p2,p1 ∨ p1
not p, p1 and p1, p1 or p1
achieve-all g1..gn
S(s) = min{σ : ∃σ1 ≤ σ σ1 ∈ Sg1(s) ∧ ... ∧ ∃σn ≤
σ σn ∈ Sgn(s)}
F(s) = min{Fg1(s) ∪ ... ∪ Fgn(s)}
before g1 then g2
S(s) = {σ1;σ2 : σ1 ∈ Sg1(s) ∧ σ2 ∈ Sg2(last(σ1))}
F(s) = {σ1 : σ1 ∈ Fg1(s)} ∪ {σ1;σ2 : σ1 ∈ Sg1(s) ∧
σ2 ∈ Fg2(last(σ1))}
prefer g1 to g2
S(s) = {σ1 : σ1 ∈ Sg1(s)} ∪ {σ1;σ2 : σ1 ∈ Fg1(s) ∧
σ2 ∈ Sg2(last(σ1))}
F(s) = {σ1;σ2 : σ1 ∈ Fg1(s) ∧ σ2 ∈ Fg2(last(σ1))}
atomic p
if there is some inﬁnite path ρ such that ∀s0 ∈ ρ s0 6|=
p then
S(s) = ∅, F(s) = {s}, otherwise:
S(s) = min{σ : first(σ) = s∧last(σ) |= p}, F(s) =
∅
vital p
S(s) = min{σ : first(σ) = s ∧ last(σ) |= p}
F(s) = min{σ : first(σ) = s∧∀s0 ∈ σ s0 6|= p∧∀σ0 ≥
σ last(σ0) 6|= p}
optional p
– if ∃π : π,s |= vital p, otherwise
– if ∀π0 6= π : π0,s 6|= vital p
optional-maint p
– if ∃π : π,s |= vital maint p, otherwise
– if ∀π0 6= π : π0,s 6|= vital maint p
vital-maint p
if K,s0 |= p holds for all states s0 reachable from s
then
S(s) = ∅, F(s) = ∅, otherwise S(s) = ∅, F(s) = {s}
The satisfaction of a goal is thus deﬁned in terms of
whether a goal may fail or not during execution.
A solution to an XSRL request is deﬁned in terms of
the plan and one of the possible plan executions. This
execution is required to satisfy all XSRL goal proposi-
tions. Formally,
Deﬁnition 5 (Solution). A solution for a domain D
with respect to a goal g from state s0 is the tuple hπ,σi,
where:
π is a plan for domain D and goal g: KD,π,s0 |= g
σ is one of the possible executions of the plan π, that
satisﬁes the goal g
A problem of interleaving planning and execution is
the ﬁnding of a solution for given domain, goal and initial
state.
3.4 Interleaving planning and execution
The architecture presented in Figure 2 divides the frame-
work into three main functional units: a monitor, a plan-
ner and an executor. In this section we provide three
algorithms for each of these units.
The monitor (Algorithm 1) is responsible of invoking
the planner, recovering from failure and invoking the ex-
ecution of plans. Starting with a domain, an initial state
and an XSRL goal, it invokes the planner requesting the
synthesis of a plan. Then monitor analyzes the plan. An
empty plan means that the goal has been reached and
the request has been successfully met. If the planner re-
turns failure, i.e., the goal cannot be satisﬁed under the
current execution context, then it attempts to change
a provider. chooseNewProvider contacts the executor
module which has a list of possible providers for services
and keeps track of which providers have been considering
during the execution of the plan. If a new provider can
be assigned, the execution proceeds, otherwise the mon-
itor tries to rollback all changes to a domain and returns
failure. Finally, if a non-empty plan has been produced,
the plan is passed on to the executor by invoking the
execute function. This function returns an updated do-
main, current state and the new XSRL goal for which
one needs to continue the monitoring.Algorithm 1 monitor(domain d, state s, goal g)
π = plan(d,s,g)
if π = ∅ then
return success
else
























Note that after the execution phase the original goal
can be updated. This is necessary for reachability goals
only (goals that are not part of any maintainability goal).
The idea behind is simple: if one reserves an hotel he/she
does not need to look for plans that reserves hotels in the
following iterations. We eliminate such subgoals when
they are satisﬁed.
Algorithm 2 execute(plan π, domain d, state s, goal g)
repeat
a = ﬁrstAction(π)


























The executor (Algorithm 2) starts from a plan, a do-
main, an initial state and an XSRL goal. It iterates by
attempting the execution of all the actions of the input
plan. The firstAction of the plan is stored in the vari-
able a and then removed from the plan. If this action
requires interaction with a web service, then one needs
to seek for a provider for that action. The construct role
stores the role associated with the current action. If the
executor has not assigned a provider for that role during
the execution so far, then the UDDI is contacted to ask
for providers for the given role. A provider is chosen from
the list of possible providers using some heuristic func-
tion (the ﬁrst provider, the one for which there are good
references, etc.). If, on the other hand, a provider has
already been assigned to a role, then we must continue
executing the following actions assigned to the role with
the same provider. Once the provider has been identiﬁed,
the provider is invoked with action a and the possible re-
turn messages are stored in the message variable. The
next step is that of updating the domain, the current
state and the goal by the eﬀects of having executed the
action. This step is necessary as the execution of the ac-
tion may have brought the system into a new state, it
may have changed the values of some variables and it
may have satisﬁed subgoals of the current goal. If the
action has been a knowledge gathering action, we have
acquired new information and return the current status
to the monitor in order to perform re-planning, other-
wise we reiterate the cycle by looking at the following
action of the plan. From the deﬁnition of variable in
Section 3.1 it follows that knowledge-gathering actions
are service operations that return values known only at
execution time. Therefore, replanning is supposed to be
requested after invocation of any knowledge-gathering
action and only in this case.





if plan != failure then
return plan
else









The planner function (Algorithm 3) is very short as
it relies on an existing planner (MBP, [3,7]). MBP is a
model based planner which, given a domain description
and a goal, synthesizes a plan for the given goal or re-
turns failure if a plan does not exist. Since MBP deals
only with domains and goals in which the variables are
boolean a preliminary step is necessary in order to adapt
MBP to our framework. This adaptation is a reduction,
called booleanization, that takes all linear constraints
over non boolean variables and turns them into boolean
propositions which are true, false or undeﬁned in the
current state of the domain. The same reduction is nec-essary for the goal. The planner returns a sequence of
actions for ‘reaching’ the booleanized goal. For brevity,
we do not give the full details of booleanization here, but
simply explain the basic concept behind it:
(i) The booleanized domain is as the original one except
that instead of the set of variables we have a set of
proposition letters speciﬁed by the rules (i) and (ii).
(ii) Non boolean linear constraints in the goal are trans-
formed into boolean propositions. Note that two dis-
tinct propositions (e.g., price < 10 and price > 5)
are introduced to take into account two constraints
on the same variable.
(iii) The truth of the propositions is established recur-
sively by starting from the current state, looking at
the current values of the variables and moving along
the actions using semantic rules to establish the truth
of propositions. In case of conﬂicting values for a
proposition in a state (e.g., the case of two actions
with diﬀerent semantic rules entering in the same
state), the state is divided into two states and then
the propagation proceeds further from each state.
If an action enters an already visited state without
proposition conﬂicting value then the booleanization
process is complete.
After the booleanization, the domain is passed to a
model-based planner. The planner is invoked until the
plan is found or all combinations of optional goals are
considered. The algorithm works with optional goals in
the following way. First it processes them as vital and,
in case of failure, the planner function iterates through
the optional goals, eliminating (or reintroducing) them
from a goal until it can synthesize a plan or all combina-
tions of optional goals have been taken into account. For
instance, for an optional goal “booking a train, if possi-
ble”: ﬁrst the planner tries to ﬁnd a plan with “booking
a train” as a vital condition and then, in case of fail-
ure, it tries to synthesize a plan without any restriction
on trains. There is no particular rule on which goals are
eliminated ﬁrst and in which order. The algorithm only
ensures a complete search throughout all optional goals
combinations. This approach gives us correct but pos-
sibly non optimal solution, for instance, the algorithm
may ﬁnd a solution with a hotel price equal to 200, where
there may exist hotels with prices equal to 180. This is
caused by the non optimality of solutions generated a
planner such as MBP. An optimal search would require
a higher level of algorithm complexity.
3.4.1 Algorithm correctness
Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 can be shown to be sound and
complete under speciﬁc assumptions. In case the assump-
tions are not satisﬁed, completeness may be at stake. We
introduce a number of deﬁnitions necessary to prove cor-
rectness of the algorithms while in Appendix 6 we give
a proof sketch. First we qualify some actions as being
knowledge-gathering and retractable:
Knowledge-gathering action. An action a ∈ Act is said
to be a knowledge-gathering (or a sensing) action if it
aﬀects at least one knowledge variable, where knowl-
edge variable is a variable that can be assigned to a
web service returned message value.
Retractable action. An action a ∈ Act is said to be re-
tractable in a state s ∈ S if there exists a sequence of
actions that deterministically, independently of the
output of a, brings back to the state s preserving all
non-knowledge variables values.
Next we deﬁne the notion of a successful execution
of a plan.
Deﬁnition 6 (Successful execution). Given a do-
main D, goal g and an initial state s0, an execution σ
for a plan π is successful if it satisﬁes the goal g when
executed: KD,σ,s0 |= g.
Let us consider the following assumptions for the pur-
pose of considering Algorithms’ correctness.
(i) All actions are retractable;
(ii) All knowledge-gathering actions always return the
same values for the same provider set and for the
same knowledge variable values. That is, an action is
knowledge-gathering only for the ﬁrst invocation on
a particular provider;
(iii) An action always has he same output type after in-
vocation for the same provider set and for the same
knowledge variable values. However, note that it is
not known what is the action output type before its
ﬁrst invocation;
(iv) If there exists a valid plan for an original domain
then it is also valid for a booleanized domain;
We are now in the position to show that Algorithms 1,
2, and 3 are sound and complete. By soundness we mean
that an algorithm returns a solution if there exists at
least one solution. Completeness requires the algorithm
to return a failure if no solution exists. Formally:
Theorem 1 (Algorithm soundness and complete-
ness). Given a domain D, a goal g and an initial state
s0, under assumptions (i)–(iv) Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 are
sound and complete, that is:
1. if there exists a non-empty set of solutions Ω, s.t.
∀hπ,σi ∈ Ω : KD,π,s0 |= g and KD,σ,s0 |= g then
plan π of one of the solutions hπ,σi is found and its
successful execution σ is executed by Algorithms 1, 2
and 3.
2. if the set of solutions is empty Ω = ∅ then Algo-
rithm 1 returns failure
Proof (Algorithm soundness and completeness). See Ap-
pendix 6. u t
The proof of the Theorem 1 builds on assumptions
(i)-(iv), let us now consider the relevance of these as-
sumptions to the theorem. If assumption (i) does nothold then two possible problems arise. First, the algo-
rithm may not ﬁnd a solution even if it exists, because
under incomplete information about execution environ-
ment of some non-retractable action can lead to a state
from which there is no plan with successful execution
which satisfy the goal. For instance, one has a goal to
go to a location spending less than 200 euro. If s/he re-
serves a costly ﬂight, say, of 190 euro, s/he will probably
not ﬁnd a hotel with the remaining money. If reservation
of the ﬂight is retractable then s/he can chose a cheaper
ﬂight leaving enough money for a hotel. Therefore, the
overall could goal fail even if there was a solution in
the original domain. Assumptions (ii) and (iii) to ensure
termination, that is, the number of the mutual calls be-
tween Algorithms 1, 2, and 3 is ﬁnite. From assumption
(ii) and (iii) it also follows that if the plan is executed
in the same context, the result is the same for all execu-
tions. Assumption (iv) ensures that the booleanization
process preserves the validity of a plan if it is valid for
an original domain. The booleanization process, deﬁned
in Section 3.4, booleanizes the domain and a goal. By
assumption (iv) we state that synthesis of a plan is in-
variant over these changes.
Let us now formulate the integrity property of the
provided algorithms, that is deﬁned as follows: if Algo-
rithm 1 fails to ﬁnd a solution then critical variables
remainunchanged.
Corollary 1 (Domain integrity). Given a domain
D, a goal g and an initial state s0, under assumptions
(i)–(iv) domain integrity is preserved by Algorithms 1, 2
and 3, that is, if the Algorithm 1 returns failure then
critical variables remain unchanged.
Proof (Domain integrity). See Appendix 6. u t
The integrity property ensures the satisfaction of the
“all-or-nothing” principle: the domain is changed only
in case of successful execution and remains unchanged
if the goal cannot be satisﬁed. For instance, if the user
asks for a hotel then money are spent if and only if the
hotel is booked, and no money are taken from the user
in case the reservation process has failed.
4 Executing a sample XSRL request
In Section 2 we have presented a travelling domain and
the wish of a user wanting ro go to Paris for a one night
trip. Let us ﬁrst express such request in XSRL and then
show how such request is executed by our framework on





prefer vital-maint hotelPrice < 100 to








vital-maint price < 300
This XSRL request is executed as follows: Algorithm 1
is invoked on the domain d in Section 3.2 with initial
state s = 1 and the deﬁned goal g. The ﬁrst step is to
invoke Algorithm 3 with (d,s,g). As there exists a plan
for the booleanized version of (d,s,g) the planner returns
a plan π with initial actions a1,a2,a4. Subsequently, the
execute function (Algorithm 2) is invoked on (π,d,s,g).
The ﬁrst action is a1=getHotelPrice. The role associ-
ated with the action a1 is ‘hotel service’. Since this is the
ﬁrst action for this role, UDDI will be contacted to get a
list of providers associated with this role. Suppose, to get
a list with two providers: ‘Hilton’ and ‘BestWestern’ and
further that the ﬁrst one is chosen. Subsequently, the ser-
vice is invoked. The update of the domain moves the cur-
rent state to 2. Since a1 is not a knowledge gathering ac-
tion, execution of the plan continues. Following this the
execution proceeds by considering the role of a2=price
which is again ‘hotel service’. Note that this action mod-
iﬁes the knowledge variable price as the interaction with
the hotel provider will return a price value. Since we
have already chosen the provider ‘Hilton’ for the hotel
service role, we continue with it and store in message
the price of, say, 150 euros. Next, the domain, goal and
current state are updated accordingly. In particular, the
new current state is 3 and the goal is unchanged. Since
the action is a knowledge gathering one, the executor re-
turns the control to the monitor specifying the updated
domain, current state, and goal. The monitor function
invokes the planner on the state 3. Again a plan exists
because, even if the cost of the hotel is more than the
100 preferred value it is still less than 200 euros. The ini-
tial sequence of actions of the new plan is now a4,a5,(a7
or a1). Interleaving of planning and execution proceeds
analogously as in the previous points by executing the
action a4=reserveHotel.
The next action a5 in the plan is non-deterministic,
i.e., both states 1 and 5 could be reached. Let us as-
sume that we have received a conﬁrmation message from
the provider ‘Hilton’ and the current state is therefore
5. The following actions request a ﬂight price and re-
serve a seat in an analogous manner assuming that the
cheapest ﬂight provider ‘Virgin’ is chosen with a ticket
price of, say, 200 euros. The choice of ‘Virgin’ is achieved
if the heuristic behind the chooseProvider function in
Algorithm 2 orders the providers by oﬀered prices. The
planner will produce a new plan whose next action is
a6=getTrainPrice since the ﬂight action will be re-
tracted as the vital-maint goal of spending less than
300 euros is violated. Suppose that the price returned
by a train provider is of 140 euros. The execution of theplan proceeds smoothly until we reach state 14. The fol-
lowing action is asking the user for conﬁrmation before
payment. If it is accepted, the new state is 15 and the
goal is updated by considering the subgoal after the then
statement. The last subgoal of atomic ﬁnal is achieved
as there the ﬁnal state 18 is always reachable from the
current state 15.
5 Conclusions
AI planning provides a sound framework for develop-
ing a web services request language and for synthesizing
correct plans for it. Based on this premise we have de-
veloped a framework for planning and monitoring the
execution of web service requests against standardized
business processes. The requests are expressed in the
XSRL language and are processed by a framework which
interleaves planning and execution in order to dynami-
cally adapt to the opportunities oﬀered by available web
services and to the preferences of users. The request lan-
guage results in the generation of executable plans de-
scribing both the sequence of plan actions to be under-
taken in order to satisfy a request and the necessary
information essential to develop each planned action.
From the AI planning perspective, our work is pri-
marily based on planning as model checking under non-
determinism for extended goals [12,7] using the MBP
planner [3]. Extensions toward interleaving planning and
execution in the above context are reported in [4]. The
latter work emphasizes on state explosion problems rather
than information gathering, furthermore, it does not han-
dle numeric values. Temporally extended goals, i.e., goals
expressing not only desired states to achieve but also
conditions on how these are to be reached, are on ex-
pressive way of deﬁning complex business goals [11,8,
13]. Various authors have emphasized the importance
of planning for web services [6,9,10,15]. In particular,
Knoblock et al. [6] use a form of template planning based
on hierarchical task networks and constraint satisfaction,
in [9] regression planning is used, while in [10] the Golog
planner is used to automatically compose semantically
described services. In [15], a review of web service com-
position techniques is presented and it is argued that
planning techniques can be of help in tackling the prob-
lem of automatic web service composition. Finite-state
machine framework for automatic composition was in-
troduced in [2]. Our approach diﬀers from these recently
proposed planning approaches for web services in that it
is based on non-deterministic planning whereas most of
the previously cited approaches focus on gathering infor-
mation, on applying deterministic planning techniques,
on using precompiled plans or on assuming rich semantic
annotations of services.
We have deﬁned the full semantics of XSRL in terms
of execution structures and we have provided algorithms
that satisfy XSRL requests based on UDDI supplied in-
formation and information gathered from web service
interactions.
An issue for future investigation is the interaction
of the system with UDDI registries. In particular, UDDI
could be enhanced by providing better support for provider
selection, e.g., based on service quality characteristics.
This has an impact, among other things, on the func-
tion chooseProvider. From the point of view of plan-
ning, there are several aspects that need to be addressed.
For example, the current version of the planner does not
keep track of previous computations or “remember” his-
tory and patterns of interactions.
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6 Appendix
This section contains a proof sketch of Theorem 1 in
Section 3.4. To prove Theorem 1 we ﬁrst need to prove
the two following properties about plan executions.
Lemma 1 (Repeatable executions). Given a domain
D, goal g and an initial state s0, if the assumptions (ii)
and (iii) are satisﬁed, then the execution σ for a plan π
is repeatable, that is, the execution σ of the plan π is in-
variant from the number of times the plan π is executed.
Proof (Repeatable executions). An execution of a plan
depends on the environment. More precisely, it depends
on the knowledge variables and on action output types.
From assumption (ii) it follows that knowledge-gathering
actions return the same values being invoked in the same
context. Thus, the environment for all plan executions
is the same. By assumption (iii) for the same knowledge
variables values actions have a deterministic outcome. It
follows that all executions of a plan are the same. u t
Lemma 2 (Inﬁnite executions). Given a domain D,
goal g and an initial state s0, if the assumptions (ii) and
(iii) are satisﬁed, then the inﬁnite execution σ for a plan
π is always successful, that is, KD,π,s0 |= g.
Proof (Inﬁnite executions). The plan consists of a ﬁ-
nite number of states, contexts and transitions between
them, but it can imply executions that have inﬁnitely
many action invocations. When the plan is executed,
Algorithm 2 checks if the goal fails after every action.
Thus, inﬁnite execution is possible only when the goal is
satisﬁed after each action, that is, if KD,π,s0 |= g. u t
Theorem 1 (Algorithm soundness and complete-
ness). Given a domain D, a goal g and an initial state
s0, under assumptions (i)–(iv) Algorithms 1, 2 and 3 are
sound and complete:
1. if there exists a non-empty set of solutions Ω, s.t.
∀hπ,σi ∈ Ω : KD,π,s0 |= g and KD,σ,s0 |= g then
plan π of one of the solutions hπ,σi is found and its
successful execution σ is executed by Algorithms 1, 2
and 3.
2. if the set of solutions is empty Ω = ∅ then Algo-
rithm 1 returns failure
Proof (Algorithm completeness). The proof is split in
two parts. First, we prove that if at least one solution
hπ,σi exists then Algorithm 1 ﬁnds a plan π and per-
forms a successful execution σ. Second, completeness
property is proven: Algorithm 1 returns a failure if there
is no solution for the given input.
Soundness. From [7] it follows that the planner for ex-
tended goals based on model checking always synthesizes
a valid plan if at least one exists, and returns failure oth-
erwise. A valid plan is the plan that given a booleanized
domain Dbool satisﬁes the goal g: KDbool,π,s0 |= g. From
assumption (iv) it follows that if a valid plan exists for
domain D then it also exists for a booleanized one, and,
therefore, the model-based planner ﬁnds it.
Let us assume that solution hπ,σi exists such that
KD,π,s0 |= g and KD,σ,s0 |= g. From assumption (i)
it follows that all actions are retractable. Therefore we
can always return to an initial state with the same criti-
cal variables values. Thus, without loss of generality, we
can assume that at beginning of every iteration the cor-
responding compensated actions are executed to return
the domain to an initial state.
Let us deﬁne the algorithm iteration as one pair of
planner-executor invocation in Algorithm 1. As it follows
from the theorem assumptions (ii) and (iii) the number
of algorithm iterations is ﬁnite. Therefore, either the ex-
ecutor is stuck in an inﬁnite execution or the planner is
invoked for all possible combinations of providers. From
Lemma 2 it follows that if the executor processes the in-
ﬁnite execution then the execution satisﬁes the goal. On
the other hand, if the planner is invoked for all possible
combinations of providers, it should, ﬁnally, synthesize a
plan yielding to a solution. From Lemma 1 it follows that
each plan π has a repeatable execution σ, and, therefore
a synthesis of a solution plan π implies that the executor
processes the execution σ from a solution pair hπ,σi.
Completeness. It is obvious that if the plan π is syn-
thesized and its execution completely processed, they
form a solution. The synthesized plan is always satisﬁes
the goal: KD,π,s0 |= g, from other point, if the execu-
tor processes the goal till the end, then this execution is
successful. As follows from Lemma 2 inﬁnite executions
are always successful. Therefore, by deﬁnition of a solu-
tion, a pair hπ,σi is a solution. We have already shown
that the number of iterations is ﬁnite, therefore, if there
is no solution for the problem then Algorithm 1 returns
failure. u t
Finally, we consider the domain integrity property.
Corollary 1 (Domain integrity). Given a domain
D, a goal g and an initial state s0, under assumptions
(i)–(iv) domain integrity is preserved by Algorithms 1, 2
and 3, that is, if Algorithm 1 returns failure then the
critical variables remain unchanged.Proof (Domain integrity). We have already shown that
Algorithm 1 returns failure if there is no solution. Be-
fore returning a failure, a plan to bring back to the initial
state returning to the original values of the variables is
synthesized and executed. This is can be always synte-
sized and successfully executed thank to assumption (i),
and, therefore, the algorithm preserves domain integrity.
u t